Nicola Formichetti
International Midnight Garden is a simple private garden that
comes to life at midnight. It exists from one time zone to
another but never past 01:00.
The garden is a showcase for clothing and accessories,
displayed and revealed through a series of props to be
explained on the following pages.

International Midnight Garden

The solution has been developed for maximum impact and
minimum cost and materials. The chief components are metal
frames to be hung in the space that will be fabricated in
Richmond, VA and driven up to NYC; a lawn from sod laid onto
a plastic sheet; a three type lighting system that will be
hired for the install period along with the lighting control
desk; pedestals and mannequins to be developed with the
fashion designer; digital projectors hired for the install
period showing imagery to be determined with the designer;
hanging rails for merchandise from ‘invisible’ cables; a
simple workbench in the ‘Garden Shed’ to house a point of
sale; and various plants and flowers to be developed with
the fashion designer.

Spatial Affairs Bureau
a collection of like minded individuals with different skills from London, Virginia and New York
Peter Culley - lead designer, Architect
Peter has worked for the last ten years with London based Rick Mather Architects and was the project architect for the
$150m Virginia Museum of Fine Arts Expansion, Sculpture Garden and Parking Deck, noted by the RIBA as one of the top international
buildings of 2011. He is the creative lead at Spatial Affairs Bureau and also heads Rick Mather USA Inc.
Andrew Montgomery - designer
Andrew works alongside Peter developing the design and assisting in the implementation. He is also a successful furniture maker
who’s work has been featured in the October 2010 edition of Wallpaper Magazine.
Amrit Singh - designer
Amrit worked on the construction of the award winning Spatial Affairs Bureau Light House_1: Jackson Ward, Richmond VA and is a
talented young architectural designer, and also teaches in the architecture program at Virginia Tech.
Eleni Savvidou - lighting designer
Eleni has worked since 2003 with NYC based L’Observatoire International and has now started her own NYC lighting company, DesignLight.
For this project, Eleni will be working under the Spatial Affairs team. Eleni was lighting designer for the Light House_1 project.
Adam Frantzis - technology guru / project manager
Adam is a freelance technology consultant and includes the BBC as a regular client. He developed all the lighting sequencing
for Light House_1 as well as leading the teams of construction and installation
Stacey Farinholt - director Spatial Affairs Bureau
Stacey is an overall design adviser and critic and is also a qualified Landscape Architect. Stacey will assist in the implementation
of the project and specific guidelines for the selection and care of the garden related elements, especially the sod.

PROJECT BUDGET

International Midnight Garden
The initial budget has been developed as set out below. It is envisaged that the balance of items would change during discussions
with the Fashion Designer, however we feel that the project in principle is totally achievable within the budget. Labor costs are
reasonably low as the work will be completed by members of the team, along with possible voluntary contributions from students of
Virginia Commonwealth University Art Department.
Cost of Materials (all fabricated off site in VA and transported to NYC)
Grass Sod (assume high value $1 / sq ft) supply only
MDF for forming sloped ‘infinity edges’
Metal Frames (raw material, welding process and imbedded cables)
UV paint (supply and spray booth double coat finish)
Recycled card ‘garden path’, painted UV

$800
$300
$2000
$300
$100

Assorted cables, clothes rails and fixings
Recycled work bench for point of sale in ‘garden shed’
Lighting hire (UV floods, moonlight LEDs)
Lighting controls hire
Digital projector borrow / hire
Digital films (assumed provided by team / fashion designer)
Mannequins / pedestals (look for appropriate ones to borrow)

$200
$0
$2000
$300
$1000
$300
$0

Cost of transport
For materials (van will be made available free of charge)
For people - Various flights / train tickets
Cost of accommodation in NYC (accoms to be donated by friends)

$300
$2000
$0

Cost of labor
Fabrication (4 people, 4 days) - allow
Installation (6 people, 6 days) - allow

$3200
$7200

total cost

$20 000

PLAN OF WORK

International Midnight Garden
Mid to end July 2011
If the International Midnight Garden were to win the project, the first stage would be to take the ideas as they stand and spend a day
brain storming with the fashion designer. We’d like to visit their studio and understand more about the possibilities for the store in
terms of merchandise and aspiration, and the responses to our first thoughts.
Following this first meeting, we would make adjustments to the design and review again with the Fashion Designer.
Once the design is agreed, we would update the budget from measuring final materials and assemble the full construction team.
Two Weeks Prior to Installation
Most of the materials would be prefabricated in Richmond, VA where we have free access to workshops and some voluntary labor through
Virginia Commonwealth University. Students assisted with our previous Light House_1 project and it was recognised experience by
their tutors.
The elements to be installed into the space are a loose fit, and although site measurements will be verified, there should be no
minute tolerance issues.
The metal frames are tig welded together in the shop with their suspension cables inside. Once the frames are cleaned up, they are
sanded, primed and sprayed with UV paint (the colour would be chosen with the Fashion Designer).
The infinity edge for the lawn will also be prefabricated in easily transportable chunks. Depending on the final decision for the
mannequin pedestals, these may also be made at the workshop in Richmond.
Installation period (6 days)
When the space is made available, the elements will be assembled in the space, and any drilling for the suspension of the lightweight
frames and clothes rails will be carried out.
The grass lawn will be delivered as rolled sod only the day before opening, as the last element in the space, to be installed by our
own team. During the installation, some planned changes may be made to the clothing displays and also the plant material.
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PLAN SCALE: 1/16" = 1'

The project has been developed most deliberately with Nicola
Fomichetti in mind, creating the possibility for different
types of space - frenetic, calm, light, dark, crowded, empty,
natural and artificial - however we could see with minor
adjustments that the narratives of Ohne Titel and Lake and
the Stars could work well in this layout. Additionally if
the other designers were taken with the concept we would be
happy to discuss ways to adjust the project to suit their
particular needs. We were impressed and interested in each of
the designers
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ultra violet back door and rear window
ultra violet garden path
ultra violet gazebo
ultra violet garden shed with POS and changing
ultra violet kissing gate
garden statues
garment hedge
ultra violet washing line
storage behind new full height screen
Narnia-like door from garden shed to VIP area

KIRITIMATI
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AUCKLAND
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SYDNEY

the Midnight Sky

TOKYO
TAI PEI
HANOI
KOLKATA
KABUL

00:01

The perimeter of the main
space becomes the sky backdrop
The space is painted a deep
midnight blue (physically or
by projected light) as it’s
always the midnight hour
somewhere around the world

MOSCOW
ISTANBUL
PARIS

But in some places in the
summer the sky is never really
dark. Midnight in Reykjavic
will almost be white

ALGIERS
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NEW YORK
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LOS ANGELES
ANCHORAGE
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Midnight Hour

entrance to garden shed
At the end of the garden the lawn
leads to a garden shed (which in
turn leads Narnia-like to the
VIP area beyond)

gateway to existing restroom

the lawn

Existing access to restrooms
maintained through the
kissing gate

Forming the basis of the
garden, the live sod lawn
instantly provides the look,
smell and feel of the garden

back door

At the edges, the lawn slopes
up towards the wall, but sits
away from it to make an
infinity edge, floating off
into the midnight sky

The lawn is entered through
the Walker Street facade.
Looking back from the lawn,
being revamped from the inside,
the exterior windows appear to
be a view onto an interior space
in an oversized house, and the
notion of Walker Street and the
outside world seems to fade away

At the upturned edges of the
lawn, carefully hidden
objects nestle, creatures
hiding in the night
The lawn will require a
misty spray each day to
keep it fresh; a coating of
night time dew

The Lawn

ultra-violet washing line
Items from the collection
could hang here, perhaps underwear
left out to dry in the midnight air

BOFFO Supima piece
Located in the center of
the Gazebo

merchandise hedge
statues
On a scale to match the
oversized back door and
garden shed, the statues
showcase carefully chosen
pieces from the collection.
These may change daily and
elements could be delicately
picked out with ultra-violet
paint to be part of the
garden story

Hung from minimal rails
on invisible wires, clothing
forms the hedge between this
garden and the invisible
next-door neighbor
The hedge has it’s own accent
moonlight to pick out the pieces
The height of the hedge varies
according to the merchandise being
shown
When lightning strikes, any white
items of clothing will be
brought to life in the ultra
violet light

Merchandise

Garden Shed

Kissing Gate

Gazebo

Garden Path

location of BOFFO
Supima piece

Back Door
Rear Window

Black light fixtures
(uv painted metal frames)
come to life in staged
sequences like the experience
of a dreaming sleep walker
and set the scene for
different midnight stories
At flashes of lightning,
all the elements appear,
but then are gone again in
a blink
Entering the garden from
the back door, the night
walker is guided down the
garden path to the gazebo,
scene of trysts and late
night business, and on to
the Garden Shed to try out
different outfits and
perhaps take things away.
Beyond is the exit, Narniastyle, to the VIP zone beyond
The kissing gate leads off
into the unknown

Garden Fixtures

International Midnight Garden
Creeping into the Midnight Garden
is to enter a mysterious world
that exists between dreams and
reality, darkness and twilight
The garden has multiple settings
and atmospheres according to the
needs of the Fashion Designer
The final configuration would be
developed closely through
collaboration with the Designer,
but the set of props and lighting
settings are laid out to give
variety and the ability for
multiple experience
The space consists of 4 main
components:
The Midnight Sky
The Lawn
Garden Fixtures
Garden Shed
Garden Path
Kissing Gate
Gazebo highlighting
BOFFO Supima piece
Clothes Props
The Washing Line
Garden Statues
Garment Hedge
There are 3 principle lighting
settings that are used singly and
in combination:
Moonlight
general directional to create
moon shadow
Projected Light
from multiple beamers, content
to be developed with Designer
UV Light
from multiple flood light sources

Midnight Sky

Garden Statues

Projections Garden Shed

Washing Line

BOFFO Supima Piece

Gazebo

Hedge (display of merchandise)

Kissing Gate Garden Path

Lawn

Back Door

Sectional View From Front To Back

INTERIOR SEQUENCES

The Changing View from the Garden Shed
As the space is fairly small we decided to create a highly
flexible environment without many pieces that required
physical adjustment. Nicola Fomichetti's desire for several
different spaces is answered in one with different settings
rather than separate areas that may each be quite small. We
imagined that the clothing on the large statues could be
changed from day to day, perhaps being the only material
change to occur in the space.

Precedent Study
Light House_1: Jackson Ward, Richmond VA
Winner: Juror's Award and People’s Choice Award
at Inlight, international Light Festival, Richmond VA
In September 2008 and April 2011, the
Spatial Affairs team presented a full size
replica of a house built out of light.
Only the apertures - windows, doors,
roof lights - both inside and out were
recreated, in glowing black light frames.
Described variously as a Ghost House, a
dream, an X-ray and a distant memory,
the project looked at the typology of the
typical Southern Row House and its
multiple windows on narrow but very deep
sites.
Transplanted to an empty lot from Jackson
Ward, once the nation’s largest ‘freed
black’ community, the installation
re-evaluated notions of front and back,
public and private, and also cognizance
of the urban environment.

Some of the systems used here would be
employed for International Midnight Garden:
Frames - welded together from mild steel in
a shop in Richmond and then sprayed with UV
paint. Blue was chosen for this installation
but several colors are available. The frames
for International Midnight Garden would be made
by the same people at the same shop and driven
up to NYC for installation.
Cables - for the Light House, cables were
built into the frames and hung from
scaffolding. A similar technique would be
used here except no scaffolding would be
required - the lightweight frames could be
hung from the ceiling.
Lighting
Indoor black light projector fixtures at
various locations on digitally controlled
sequencers, loaned for the period
of the installation. 7 were used in total.
For BOFFO, we imagine 4-5 of the same
fixtures would be required on a programmed
system.
We think International Midnight Garden will
take the black light frame concept to
a completely new level where the frames
become the backdrop to the merchandise and
narratives; one of several layers of exhibit.
The Light House was created by a team of 6
people from design to execution in one
month, with a budget of $2000 although labor
was provided on a volunteer basis.
The same team would be used for BOFFO.
We feel confident that our plan for
International Midnight Garden can be achieved
within the budget.

